We consider optimal distributed computation of a given function of distributed data. The input (data) nodes and the sink node that receives the function form a connected network that is described by an undirected weighted network graph. The algorithm to compute the given function is described by a weighted directed acyclic graph and is called the computation graph. An embedding defines the computation communication sequence that obtains the function at the sink. Two kinds of optimal embeddings are sought, the embedding that: 1) minimizes delay in obtaining function at sink, and 2) minimizes cost of one instance of computation of function. This abstraction is motivated by three applications-in-network computation over sensor networks, operator placement in distributed databases, and module placement in distributed computing. We first show that obtaining minimum-delay and minimum-cost embeddings are both NP-complete problems and that cost minimization is actually MAX SNP-hard. Next, we consider specific forms of the computation graph for which polynomial-time solutions are possible. When the computation graph is a tree, a polynomial-time algorithm to obtain the minimum-delay embedding is described. Next, for the case when the function is described by a layered graph, we describe an algorithm that obtains the minimum-cost embedding in polynomial time. This algorithm can also be used to obtain an approximation for delay minimization. We then consider bounded treewidth computation graphs and give an algorithm to obtain the minimum-cost embedding in polynomial time.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background one or more functions of this distributed data rather than in the raw data itself. Conventional examples for such functions are maximum, minimum, mean, parity, and histogram [1] . More sophisticated functions are also easily motivated, e.g., spatial and temporal correlations, spectral characteristics of the data [that may be obtained by performing fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the data], and filtering operations on the raw data in sensor networks. A naive approach to obtain the required function(s) of the distributed data at the sink would be to collect the raw data at the sink and have it perform the computation. Alternatively, since the nodes have computation capability, it could possibly be more efficient to push the computation into the network, i.e., use a distributed computation scheme over the communication network. Our interest is in the latter approach-efficient "in-network computation" of the required function.
Several measures of efficiency of computation may be defined. Total energy expended in obtaining one sample of the function is a possible measure. Delay from the time at which the data is available at the sources to the time at which the function value is available at the sink is a second possible measure. If the data at each of the sources were to be a stream, then the rate at which the function values are available at the sink is a third possible measure. In this paper, we consider only the first two measures above-cost of computation and delay in computation. Thus, our focus is on algorithms that find an computation and communication (routing) sequence to compute a target function on a given network that minimize the delay or the cost. The target functions are assumed to belong to the class of functions that are computed using a scheme that can be represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). The following example illustrates our intent.
Consider a network of nodes, of which collect measurement data from their environment. Let be data sample available at node ( ) at time and let be the function of interest. can be computed using the schema of Fig. 1(a) . Each edge in this directed graph represents an intermediate value in the computation of , and each node corresponds to an operation that is to be performed on its inputs. The communication network over which is to be computed is shown in Fig. 1(b) as a weighted undirected graph. In the example, all the edges have unit weight. Two possible computation and communication schemes are shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d) . We see that the scheme in Fig. 1(c) has a lower cost than that in Fig. 1(d) .
Several flavors of in-network function computation exist in the literature. A randomly deployed multihop wireless network of noise free links is considered in [1] and [4] - [6] . They determine asymptotic achievable rates at which different symmetric functions like minimum, maximum, and type vector may be computed. An identical objective is addressed in [7] - [11] for single-hop networks with noisy links and in [12] and [13] for multihop wireless networks with noisy links. When the nodes are in a grid and communicate over wireline or wireless links, [14] obtains the time and number of transmissions required to compute a function. Randomized gossip algorithms [15] , [16] , where a random sequence of node-pairs exchange data and perform a specific computation, are used in [17] - [19] for function computation. The interest is in time for all nodes to converge to the specified function. Another stream of work considers computing of specific functions using network coding and designs the communication networks to maximize the computation rate [20] - [22] . None of the above consider minimum cost function computation. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, only [23] considers computation of arbitrary functions in finite-size networks; the interest there is on maximizing the rate of computation.
Rather than arithmetic operations to perform a function computation, the nodes in Fig. 1 (a) could correspond to operations required to execute a database query, and the directed edges would represent the flow of the results of the operations. In this case, the graph of Fig. 1(a) is called a query graph. The input data to this query graph could be from a distributed database, which in turn could be a sensor network; in this case, the graph in Fig. 1(b) would represent the interconnection among the units of the distributed database and some other nodes that may be available for computation. In this context, performing an efficient query requires that the "operator placement" be efficient. Efficient operator placement is addressed in [24] - [29] , all of which assume that the query graph is a tree. While [24] , [27] , and [29] develop heuristics-based algorithms for efficient operator placement when the query graph is a tree, algorithms with formal analyses are available in [25] , [26] , and [28] . Although [30] considers a non-tree query graph, only heuristic algorithms are provided.
Going back in the literature, we see that the "module placement" problem for distributed processing from the 1980s has a flavor similar to in-network computation and operator placement problems; see, e.g., [31] - [35] . In this case, the nodes of Fig. 1(a) correspond to the modules of a program, and a directed edge implies that module calls module during execution. Furthermore, the graph of Fig. 1(a) is called a call graph. The nodes of Fig. 1(b) represent the processors on which the modules of the program need to be executed and the edges represent the interprocessor links. The cost structure for this problem is more complex. The execution cost is specified for each module-processor pair, and there is also an interprocessor communication cost over an edge that in turn depends on the modules placed at the ends of the edge. The objective is to place the modules on the processors such that the total cost of execution is minimized. The first centralized algorithm for optimal module placement when the call graph is a directed tree was given in [32] , and that for -trees was given in [35] . Reference [31] showed that the problem can be efficiently solved for a two-processor system by using network flow algorithms, and [33] uses a similar approach to develop heuristic algorithms for a general call graph. From the preceding discussion, we see that the objectives of, and hence the solution techniques for, efficient in-network computation, operator placement, and module placement all have a very similar theme-embedding (a formal definition is provided in Section II) a graph representing a computation schema on a connected weighted graph representing a network of processors. Much of the literature on such problems assumes that the graph describing the function is a tree. This is clearly very restrictive because the computation schema for a very large class of useful computable functions cannot be described by a tree and are more generally described by a DAG, e.g., FFT, sorting, any polynomial function of input data, and any function of Boolean data. MapReduce, the popular cloud computing paradigm, also has a DAG representation and is discussed in some detail in Example 3 in Section V.
B. Organization of the Paper
Our interest is in computing arbitrary functions that have a specific algorithmic representation and the communication network is an arbitrary network and not a random wireless network. (We reiterate that although we assume the in-network computation scenario to anchor the discussion, our results are also directly applicable to the operator and module placement scenarios.) Furthermore, we do not seek to specifically maximize the computation throughput; rather, our interest is in minimizing the cost or delay in a "one-shot" computation of the function. As we mentioned before, two measures of efficiency are used in this paper-cost of computation and delay in computation. Our results on minimum-cost embedding can be used to maximize computation throughput when used in the algorithms developed in [23] .
Given an arbitrary function via its DAG description and an arbitrary network over which this function is to be computed, our first interest is to analyze the complexity of finding the optimal computation and communication scheme that will compute the function in the network. While much of the literature claims that this problem is NP-complete (for the case of minimizing cost), to the best of our knowledge a formal proof is not available; the literature eventually leads to a citation to a private communication in [32] . In Section III, we prove that, in general, both the minimum-cost and the minimum-delay embedding problems are NP-complete.
Some structure in the DAG can be exploited to provide polynomial-time algorithms for our problems. If the DAG is a tree, which is the assumption in much of the extant literature, the minimum-cost embedding is similar to shortest-path algorithms [23] , [28] . To the best of our knowledge, minimum-delay embeddings are not considered in the literature, and in Section IV, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm to find the minimum-delay embedding when the computation schema is a tree.
Next, we consider two large classes of computation graphs: 1) layered graphs; 2) bounded treewidth graphs. We derive the motivation for layered graphs from distributed data processing frameworks like MapReduce [2] and Dryad [3] . In Section V, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm to find the minimumcost embedding when the DAG is a layered graph. This same algorithm also obtains an approximation for the minimum-delay embedding.
In Section VI, we show that the algorithm from Section V can find the minimum-cost embedding when the DAG is a bounded treewidth graph. An update mechanism when there is perturbation in the DAG is available in Appendix B. We conclude with a discussion in Section VII. The notation and the formal problem definition is described in Section II.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The communication network is represented by an undirected connected graph with being the set of nodes and being the set of edges. The elements of are denoted by
. Each edge has a nonnegative weight associated with it. The weight could, for example, correspond to transmission time of a bit on the link, or the energy required to transmit one bit on the link or something more abstract. For a given , and any , let be the weight of the minimum-cost path from to . Let be the distance matrix. Of the nodes in , there are source nodes denoted by . Source node generates data denote . A sink node requires to obtain a function of the data.
We assume that schema to compute is given and is represented by a directed acyclic graph , where is the set of nodes and is the set of edges. The nodes in are denoted by and correspond to operations that need to be performed on the input data to the node, and the outgoing edges denote the flow of the result of these operations. Thus, each edge in represents a subfunction of the inputs. The sources in the computation graph are denoted by nodes with node corresponding to source node is the sink that receives the function . The direction on the edges in represent the direction of the flow of the data. Each edge has a nonnegative weight associated with it, which could correspond to the number of bits used to represent the intermediate function.
Since is a directed acyclic graph, there is a partial order associated with its vertices. If , then the function at cannot be computed until the function at is computed and the result forwarded to . Let and denote, respectively, the immediate predecessors and successors of vertex , i.e., and . A processing cost (delay) function is used to capture the cost (delay) of performing a particular operation on a particular vertex of the network. Now we define the embedding of on as follows.
Definition 1: An embedding of a computation graph on a communication network is a many-to-one function that satisfies the following conditions. 1) for . 2) . In this definition of embedding, each node in the computation graph is mapped to a single node in the network graph, and the edge is mapped to the shortest path between and
. Alternate definitions of an embedding are possible, e.g., an edge in can be mapped to more than one path in while satisfying some continuity constraints; this is the definition of an embedding in [23] .
An embedding defines a computation and communication sequence in to obtain at the sink. Let be the set of all embeddings of in that follow Definition 1. The weight functions and can be treated as, respectively, the communication and the processing delays in for computing and communicating the subfunctions leading to computation of . We can define the delay in computing a subfunction by a node in the embedding as (1) Recall that is the length of the shortest path between vertices thus the first term here corresponds to the delay in obtaining all the operands at node , and the second term corresponds to the processing delay at the node. Setting the delay at the sources to zero, i.e., for all , we can recursively calculate the delay of each vertices of on . The delay of an embedding is defined as the delay of the sink, i.e., . This leads us to the first problem that we consider in this paper: Find an embedding such that the delay of the embedding is minimum among all the embeddings for a given and , i.e., solve the optimization problem Alternatively, considering the weight functions , , and as cost of communication and computation, e.g., the energy cost, the cost of an embedding can be defined as (2) We can then find an embedding such that the cost of the embedding is minimum among all the embeddings for a given and , i.e., solve the optimization problem
The following example illustrates the preceding problems and the system setup.
Example 1: Consider a computation graph and communication network shown in Fig. 2 . The labels of each vertex in both the graphs are shown in Fig. 2 . The processing cost (delay) for sources is assumed to be zero and for other vertices of it is assumed to be unity. An embedding of on will have and . Now consider two embeddings such that and . These are shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d).
Using (2), it is easy to verify that and . The delays in the embedding are: , , , and finally . Similarly, . Observe that the delay of is lower among the two, but its cost is higher than that of . Now we present an example that shows that the difference between the delay obtained by the solution of problem and that of the problem can be of the order of the number of sources in the network.
Example 2: Consider the computation graph and a network graph as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The labels of the vertices are shown in the figure, and the numbers near the edges of represent the weight of that edge. Note that the structure between to and to is repeated in the network graph times. Let us call this structure . We assume that the weights on the edges of are all one, and the processing costs are zero for sources, and for all other vertices it is assumed unity. Any embedding of on will have and . Consider an embedding such that , , . Let us compute the cost of this embedding. Note that the total cost of the embedding is times the cost coming from the structure plus the weight of edge . The cost due to embedding of is the sum of the weights of edges and the processing costs at . Hence, the cost of the embedding is . Similarly, the delay of this embedding is . Now consider another embedding such that , , . The cost and delay for this embedding can be computed in a similar fashion to obtain and . It can be shown that the first embedding is the solution of , where as is the solution of problem of on . If we use the solution of to get the solution of , then the difference would be , which is of the order of the number of sources in the graph.
III. HARDNESS OF EMBEDDING
We begin by considering . First consider the case when there is no processing delay, i.e., in the network and the computation graph is unweighted, i.e., . The delay of the embedding in this case is the delay of the longest embedded path from any source to the sink in . Let be the delay of the minimum-delay path between source and the sink in . Then, the delay of any embedding of on that follows the conditions of Definition 1 has to be more than the delay on the longest of all the minimum-delay paths from sources to sink. In other words, . Now consider an embedding that maps all the intermediate vertices of to the sink in . The delay of this embedding will be . Comparing it to tells us that the embedding minimizes the delay. Hence, is easy to solve if there are no processing delays and is unweighted. Now we analyze the hardness of and for arbitrary and and show that the both the optimization problems are NP-hard. We prove the hardness of the optimization problems by proving that the corresponding decision versions are NP-hard. The decision versions of the and are defined as follows. Definition 2: For a given , and a positive number , the decision version of the problem outputs "yes" if there exists an embedding of on such that , and outputs "no" if no such embedding exists.
Definition 3: For a given and a positive number , the decision version of the problem outputs "yes" if there exists an embedding of on such that , and outputs "no" if no such embedding exists.
Note that if one can solve the optimization version of (resp. ) problem in time, say , then using the solution of that problem we can solve the corresponding decision version in time . Hence, the original optimization problem is at least as hard as its decision version. This implies that if we just prove that the decision version of the (resp.
) is NP-hard, then the optimization version is also NP-hard. We now proceed to prove that the decision version of our optimization problems are indeed NP-complete.
Theorem 1: The decision version of problem is NP-complete.
Proof: We first prove that the decision version of is NP-hard by giving a reduction from the NP-complete problem Precedence Constraint Scheduling with fixed mapping (PCS-FM) [36] .
PCS-FM problem is defined as follows. Given a set of tasks with a partial order on it, task having length , a set , and processors, find a schedule of tasks on the processors that meets an overall deadline , maps each to a particular processor , and obeys the precedence constraint that if , then . To the best of our knowledge, the hardness of PCS-FM problem has not been proved in the literature, and we provide the proof of NP-completeness of PCS-FM in Appendix A.
We first give a reduction from an instance of PCS-FM to an instance of , where and are the computation and communication graphs, respectively. The set is to be mapped to under any embedding and are the communication and processing delay of the network. Note that the set of tasks along with the partial order creates a DAG , and we define . We define to be a complete graph on processors. Let and . The transmission delay between any two vertices of is taken as and for all . Finally, . We have to prove that there is a schedule of that finishes in time if and only if there is an embedding of with delay . The forward direction is easy to prove. If there is a schedule of that finishes in time and maps a task to a processor , then we can create an embedding of that maps the same vertex to a vertex . Note that because and , the conditions of Definition 1 are met in this embedding. The delay of any vertex in this embedding will be at most the time at which the task finishes in the schedule plus the number of times edges in are used because of the same precedence order. Hence, the delay of this embedding will be . To complete the proof, we need to prove that if there is an embedding of of delay , then there is a schedule of that finishes in time . We will create a schedule from the embedding . If a vertex is mapped to a vertex , then in the schedule also the task is executed by processor . Because and , the tasks in are mapped to in this schedule also. Let the total number of edge uses in this embedding be . Note that in any embedding where are the number of vertices in graph . The total transmission delay in the embedding is . Recall that the processing delays are all 1, hence the delay of the embedding can be written as . It is easy to verify that the time required by the schedule to complete is . This proves that the decision of is NP-hard. Given an instance of problem, an embedding can be guessed nondeterministically and checked whether in polynomial time. Thus, the decision version of problem is in NP, and our reduction proves that it is in fact NP-complete.
We now look at the problem of approximating the problem. We say that a polynomial-time approximation algorithm has a performance guarantee if it outputs a feasible solution of the problem that has delay at most times the optimal solution. We prove the following.
Theorem 2: Unless , an instance of the problem with and with unit processing delays and unit weights on the edges of does not have a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee strictly less than if its solution is greater than 10. Proof: Note that while proving the hardness of , we first reduced an instance of a PCS problem to an instance of a PCS-FM problem, and then we reduced PCS-FM to problem. Let and be the deadline achieved by the optimal and a feasible solution of PCS problem, respectively. Similarly, let and be the deadline achieved by the optimal and a feasible solution of the PCS-FM problem. Finally, let and be the optimal and feasible solutions for . While proving the NP-completeness of PCS-FM (in Appendix A), we showed that . We also showed that if a schedule of PCS problem achieves a deadline , then there is a schedule of PCS-FM with . Let PCS-FM have a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with solution . By [37, Observation 5.1], we know that the PCS problem does not have polynomial-time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee less than . Hence, . Substituting the relation between and in the above equation, we get . Thus, and
. We now observe that , and hence we can write and finally . Hence, unless P = NP, PCS-FM cannot have a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee less than . While proving the hardness for , we showed that for any instance of PCS-FM with we can get an instance of problem with solution such that . Let have a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with solution . We know that . Substituting the relation between and in the above expression, we get and . This implies that . Observe that if , then (because of the reduction) implies that . Thus, we get . This completes the proof.
We now consider the decision version of . Remark 1: Recall that the cost of an embedding is computed using (2), which does not consider the direction on the edges of . It only considers the weight on any edge of . Thus, the cost of an embedding does not depend on the directions of the edges, and the solution of problem is same irrespective of whether the computation graph has directions or not.
Theorem 3: The decision version of the is NP-complete.
Proof: We actually prove that the decision version of is NP-hard even when the processing costs are zero and the costs on the edges of and are all one. In this case, the cost of the embedding is given by , where is the shortest distance between the vertices . We prove the hardness of the decision version of by giving a reduction from the unweighted version of Multiterminal Cut problem that is NP-complete [38] . Multiterminal Cut problem is defined as follows: Given an arbitrary graph and a set of specified vertices, find the minimum number of edges such that the removal of from disconnects each vertex in from all the other vertices in . The cost of an embedding can be computed in polynomial time using (2) . Hence, given an instance of the decision version of the problem, one can guess an embedding in a nondeterministic way and check whether its cost is less than or not in polynomial time. Thus, the decision version of the problem is in NP. To prove the NP-hardness of the problem, we will first show a transformation of an instance of Multiterminal Cut problem to an instance of the decision version of . Then, we will show that there exists a set of edges in of size that separates all the vertices of from all other vertices in if and only if there is an embedding such that a vertex is mapped to a vertex and has cost equal to . From , define an instance of decision version of as follows: Let be a complete graph on where , and . Note that in this case is undirected. Define and such that a vertex is mapped to . In other words, distinct vertices of are mapped to distinct vertices of . Now we prove that there is an embedding of cost if and only if has a Multiterminal Cut of size equal to .
The "if" part is easy to see. If there is a minimum Multiterminal Cut of size that divides the vertex set into disjoint subsets, then define such that each vertex in is mapped to . Then, the cost of the embedding is the total number of edges that go from to for . This is nothing but the size of the set that is equal to . To complete the proof, we need to show that if there is no minimum Multiterminal Cut of of size , then there is no embedding (which maps the vertices of to vertices of of with cost . Let us assume that there is no minimum Multiterminal Cut of of size , but there is an embedding for with cost . It implies that there is a mapping of on different vertices of such that is mapped to . Let us denote all the vertices of that are mapped to by . The cost of the embedding is equal to the number of edges between sets and for , which is equal to . Now it is easy to see that if we divide the vertices of in disjoint subsets such that all the vertices in are in the same set, then we can create a Multiterminal Cut of the graph that has cost exactly . However, this contradicts our assumption. Hence, if there is an embedding function for of cost , then there is a Multiterminal Cut of of same size. This proves that the decision version of is NP-hard when the computation graph is undirected. From Remark 1, thus the decision version of with directed computation graph is also NP-hard.
So far, we have not considered any weight functions. From [38] , we know that the Multiterminal Cut problem for weighted graphs is also NP-complete. A simple modification in our reduction will prove that decision version of problem with weight functions is also NP-hard.
It is also shown in [38] that Multiterminal Cut problem is MAX SNP-hard. To prove any problem being MAX SNP-hard, it is sufficient to give a linear reduction to it from a known MAX SNP-hard problem. The linear reduction is defined as follows.
Definition 4: Let and be two optimization problems. Then, we say that linearly reduces to if there are two polynomial-time algorithms and two constants such that the following. 1) Given an instance of with an optimal cost , an algorithm produces an instance of such that the cost of an optimal solution for is at most , i.e., . 2) Given and any solution of , there is an algorithm that produces a solution of such that . Note that in the proof of Theorem 3, we use polynomial-time algorithms to reduce an instance of the Multiterminal Cut problem to an instance of the problem and we proved that . We can also get a solution of from a solution of and vice versa with parameters . Hence, the reduction we used to prove that is NP-complete is in fact a linear reduction of Multiterminal Cut problem to . We thus have the following corollary. Corollary 1: Problem is MAX SNP-hard and hence does not have any polynomial-time approximation scheme unless [39] . The NP-hardness of can also be proved by reduction from another well-known NP-complete problem -clique [36] . The -clique problem is defined as follows: Given an arbitrary graph and a positive integer , check whether has a clique (or a complete subgraph) of size . Since we know that the -clique problem is -complete [40] , the reduction from it also implies that does not have any fixed-parameter tractable algorithm and is also hard for . A variation of is considered in [35] in that the communication costs (computed as in this paper) are not necessarily zero if . Furthermore, the source and the sink nodes are not fixed like in this paper.
The key complexity result is Lemma 2.1, which shows that their variation of with zero-one communication costs is NP-complete by reducing it from the planar 3-SAT problem. Their proof technique does not allow the communication to be necessarily zero if . For non-zero-one communication costs, [35] also gives polynomial-time algorithms for their variation when is a partial -tree and almost trees with parameter .
As is the case with many NP-complete problems, our problems also become tractable when has special structures. We consider three such structures that have wide applications-the tree, layered graphs, and bounded treewidth graphs. These are considered next.
IV.
IS A TREE Many functions that are useful on sensor networks, e.g., average, maximum, minimum, etc., can be represented by directed tree graphs. Operations that are required to resolve many database queries can also be represented as directed tree structures. The trees representing a is from a class of trees that have a set of leaf vertices whose in-degree is zero and a root vertex whose out-degree is zero. We consider a tree structured such that all the leaf vertices represent the sources of data and the root acts as the sink that wants to know the final function value. Recall that we label all the vertices in as . Also and represent the predecessor and successor vertices of the vertex . It is easy to verify that in this type of tree structured computation graph, every vertex (except the root) has only one successor vertex, i.e., for any (except the root) the set is a singleton set. The set is null, where is the root and there is a unique path from each source to the sink.
As we have mentioned earlier, [28] and [23] adapt, respectively, the Bellman-Ford and the Dijkstra shortest-path algorithms to solve when is a tree. In the following, we will describe Algorithm 1 that solves when is a tree. Algorithm Overview: Algorithm 1 is a centralized algorithm that assumes knowledge of the all-pair shortest path delay matrix of the communication network . The optimal embedding is computed by iterating through all the edges of the computation graph . For an edge of , the algorithm computes the optimal delay of the path leading to the vertex from sources via for all possible mappings of the vertex in the network. The delay until any vertex is the maximum of the optimal delays of all the paths reaching to plus the processing delay at that vertex. Once the optimal delay for the sink node is computed, the algorithm backtracks to find the optimal mapping of all the other vertices.
Algorithm Description: In each iteration, Algorithm 1 maintains the following data structures.
1) : It is the delay associated with edge and vertex when and are mapped to vertex and , respectively.
2)
: It is the optimal delay of the path leading to vertex (via when it is mapped to . The algorithm also stores the mapping of vertex in corresponding to this value. After initializing these data structures to zero (lines 2 and 3) the algorithm completes in the following three steps.
Lines 4-10: This is the iteration over all the sources in . As the mapping of source is fixed to source , here we just calculate the minimum delay required to reach to all the vertices from the source . Note that the processing delay at the source is zero, i.e., . Lines 11-19: This is the main loop of the algorithm that runs over all the remaining vertices of starting from to . In each iteration, is updated for all possible mappings of vertices (lines 13-15). The function is computed by adding the following delay terms.
• : This is the processing delay associated with the vertex when it is performed at vertex . • : This is the communication delay associated with the edge when mapped to and , respectively. Then, is updated in line 16. Note that is the minimum delay until the vertex when it is mapped to . This is equivalent to the first term in right-hand side of (1) (Section II). This along with the processing delay gives the delay of the vertex when mapped to . As mentioned earlier, the algorithm also stores the mapping in , which minimizes the . Lines 20-24: Once all the delays are computed, the algorithm computes the delay at the sink vertex (as the mapping of is fixed to in embedding and finds the mapping of vertices of on , which gives this value by backtracking from the sink to the sources. 1) Analysis of Algorithm 1: Theorem 4: Algorithm 1 solves when is a tree and runs in time. Recall that and are the number of vertices in and , respectively.
Proof: We give the proof of correctness of Algorithm 1 only when the computation graph is unweighed. The proof can easily be extended to the case when there are weights on the edges of . Recall that the delay of an embedding is defined recursively over all the vertices of starting from the sink vertex. It is sufficient to prove that at any iteration , the algorithm computes the optimal delay of embedding the path from any source to an intermediate vertex via for all possible embeddings of . Then at the end, it chooses the fixed mapping of the sink and traces back the optimal paths from sink to all the sources via the intermediate vertices. We will prove this inductively.
Let be the assignment of in and at any iteration for some . The optimal path from any source for to its successor vertex is just the shortest path distance between and the vertex to which will eventually be mapped. This is equal to . It is easy to verify that in the algorithm (line 7) this value is stored in data structure for all . Assuming that the optimal delays until the th run are calculated by the algorithm and stored in 's, we will show that at th run the algorithm computes the optimal delay. The optimal delay of the path from sources to via is given by , where is the optimal delay of the path until . The optimal delay can further be expanded and written in terms of the delay of its predecessors as:
. Substituting value of in , we get
Recall the line 14 of Algorithm 1 that computes . This is nothing but the last two terms of the right-hand side of (3) when and . Now observe line 16 of Algorithm 1, which computes , where is the optimal delay of the path leading to via its predecessor . The optimal delay of the path for . Hence, Algorithm 1 indeed computes the optimal delay of the path leading to via for all possible mappings of and stores it in at iteration . Recall that is a tree, thus the total number of edges in it are , and Algorithm 1 is executed once for each edge. In each iteration, it computes the delay of an edge for all possible mappings of its endpoints, which requires (line 14) time, where is the number of vertices in . Then, it adds the delay to the delay of its predecessors and chooses the one with minimum value ( in line 16), which requires time. Hence, the time to complete one iteration is . The total time complexity of Algorithm 1 is .
V. IS A LAYERED GRAPH We now consider the case when is a layered graph. An example of a layered computation graph is shown in Fig. 4 . We assume that there are layers and number of vertices in each layer is at most . The vertices at layer are labeled . The directed graph has edge only if . Here, we also assume that all the sources are at layer one and there is only one sink on the last layer.
We derive our motivation for this kind of computation graph from the MapReduce application framework. In MapReduce framework, each user comes to a network of processors with a set of Map and Reduce tasks. There is a precedence order between Map and Reduce tasks. Each Reduce task cannot be started unless the processing of corresponding set of Map tasks is finished. Each task takes predefined time to finish, and the outputs of the Map tasks are used by the corresponding Reduce tasks. This dependency can be represented by a directed graph with edges showing the dependency between the two tasks. The aim in this setting is to embed the Map and Reduce tasks on the processors such that the total time of computation and communication is minimized. We explain our motivation with the following example from [2] .
Example 3: Consider a typical database query by a server (call it sink) to check the number of occurrences of different words in two large files that are available at two separate servers. The task of calculating the number of occurrences of each word inside the files can be divided into the following subtasks.
• Splitting: First the files are split into smaller subfiles such that each subfile can be processed by a processor in the network. • Mapping: Each subfile is then parsed to get the number of times each word occurred in it. • Shuffling and reducing: Once the count from each subfile is available, then the counts of one word are transported to one processor to compute the final count of that word. Each processor adds all the individual counts and results the final count of each word. • Final result: Finally, the result is transported to the node that asked this query. Fig. 5 represents a typical MapReduce data flow diagram for this problem. The aim is to determine the processors for each of the subtasks such that the time to answer the query at the sink is minimized. The whole process can be represented by a directed layered graph with each layer representing one subtask and a vertex at a layer representing a particular subtask. Observe that the edges in this graph are only between the consecutive layers and the operations at a vertex cannot start until the data from all its predecessors is available. Now we present an algorithm that solves the problem for layered graphs in polynomial time.
Algorithm Overview: Like Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 also has two phases-a forward path and a backward tracking. The forward path is a dynamic program that iterates over all the layers of the computation graph. In the first iteration, it computes the optimal mappings of all the vertices of layer 1 corresponding to a possible mapping of the vertices of layer 2. If a vertex is a source vertex, then its mapping is always fixed to the corresponding source vertex in . Similarly, in iteration , it computes the optimal mapping of vertices of layer , each corresponding to a possible mapping of vertices of layer . It also computes the optimal cost until layer for every possible mapping of vertices of layer . Once it reaches the last layer, the algorithm chooses the mapping of the vertices of last layer that minimizes the overall cost and backtracks to get the corresponding mappings of all the previous layers.
Algorithm Description: Algorithm 2 iterates over the layers in and in each iteration it maintains the following two data structures: 1) , the cost of embedding all the vertices until layer when the vertices at layer are placed at and vertices of layer are placed at , where of size ; 2)
, the optimal cost of embedding all the vertices (and corresponding edges) until layer when the vertices at layer are mapped to an ordered subset of size . After initializing these data structures to 0 (in lines 5 and 6), the algorithm completes in the following three steps.
Lines 7-15: This is the main loop of the algorithm that runs for the first layer (from sources) to last but one layer. At each layer , the data structure is updated for all possible combinations of size subsets and of (lines 7-11). The following cost terms are added together to calculate along with the optimal cost until layer , . •
: Cost of putting computation node at for each node at the current layer. • : Total communication cost, when node is placed at node and is placed at , is the multiplication of corresponding costs in computation graph (weight ) and communication graph (weight ). This term captures the cost for all the edges between layer and layer . • : Total communication cost, when node is placed at node and is placed at , is the multiplication of corresponding costs in computation graph (weight ) and communication graph (weight ). This term captures the cost for all the edges at layer . Lines 16-20: Here, the algorithm finally computes the total cost of embedding the graph by adding the cost of the edges between the vertices of last layer , if any, when the vertices of the last layer are placed at . It computes the optimal cost of embedding , , by choosing the placement of the last layer that minimizes the overall cost (line [19] [20] . The vector stores the mapping of vertices at layer under the embedding . Lines 21-23: After finding the optimal mapping for the vertices at layer , the algorithm traces back the corresponding optimal mapping for vertices at layer all the way up to the first layer.
To simplify the description of the algorithm, we do not show the fixed mapping of sources and sink into the network graph in Algorithm 2. It is easy to see that to incorporate the fixed mapping of sources and sink, the algorithm needs to only consider those subsets of that map the source (sink ) to the corresponding source (sink ) while calculating the data structures of the layer on which is present (layer ).
A. Analysis of Algorithm 2
Theorem 5: Algorithm 2 solves and the time complexity of the algorithm is when is a layered graph with layers and at most nodes per layer.
Proof: We prove the correctness of 2 when is an unweighed graph and the processing costs are all zero. We also assume that there are no edges between the vertices of a layer. The proof can easily be extended with weight functions and . It is sufficient to show that at each iteration , the algorithm computes the optimal cost of embedding the computation graph until layer for all possible embeddings of every node of layer given that the cost computed until layer is optimal. Let be a vector of size 1 whose th element represents the assignment of a network node for . In other words, is a size subset of . Let us define (4) This represents the sum of distance between all the adjacent nodes in layer and when the nodes of layer are embedded to and nodes of layer are embedded to . Total cost of any embedding can then be written as To obtain the optimal embedding, we have to minimize the above equation with respect to all the possible mappings . Therefore, the optimal cost can be written as . Separating the terms with and some algebraic manipulation will give us (5) where, . Similarly, after minimizing with respect to , we can write the cost as (6) where
. Now it suffices to show that the algorithm indeed calculates at th iteration. Recall that and are -size subsets of that represent the mapping of nodes of layer and , respectively. In the algorithm, represents a size subset of to which the nodes of the layer of the current iteration are mapped. In other words, is the same as of the above discussion. Similarly, is the same as . Note that in the first iteration, the algorithm calculates and as follows:
for all -size subsets and of . As is initialized to zero for all using (4), we can write (7) as . Finally, is calculated by minimizing over (8) By comparing (5) and (8), we get , when . The algorithm maintains a table of and the value of for which is minimized for all the -size subsets . This table is equivalent to storing the value of for all possible values of . Similarly at th iteration the algorithm computes the following two terms:
The algorithm stores the table of and corresponding for each . As , the algorithm exactly calculates at each iteration and maintains a table for all possible embeddings for nodes at layer for each embedding of nodes at layer . This is the same as minimizing with respect to one at a time as explained in (6) . The computation of tables for only depends on the local variables, i.e., it only depends on the edges between layer and and all possible embeddings of nodes of layer and layer . As there are at most nodes at each layer, and there are possible locations where each node of computation graph can be placed in the communication graph, the time required to compute is and the time to compute the corresponding is . Thus, total time to compute the table for a layer is . There are layers in the computation graph, hence the computation of table is done at most time, which gives the time complexity of the algorithm as . We now claim that output of Algorithm 2 is a approximation of . Let the cost obtained from the embedding be . Once an embedding is given, we can obtain the delay of the embedding by recursively using (1) to find the delay at the sink. Let the delay of the embedding be . Note that in finding the delay of any vertex in the embedding, we take the maximum of the delays coming from all its incoming edges, i.e., if the delays of the incoming edges are , then the delay at the vertex is . On the other hand, while computing the cost at any vertex, we add the costs coming from all its incoming edges, i.e., . Hence, at any vertex . This implies that for any embedding ,
. Between any two layers of a bounded width computation graph, there are at most edges, and if we assume that the delay on each edge is same, then the cost at any vertex is . With the same logic, one can easily prove that for an embedding , . Thus, for the minimum-cost embedding (9) Let be the embedding that minimizes the delay of on with and being its delay and cost, respectively. Then, we know that (10) As minimizes the delay, . From (9) . Similarly , which along with (10) gives . Finally, we get (11) This implies that the cost of is a approximation of the delay of . We have thus shown the following. Theorem 6: Algorithm 2 gives an embedding whose delay is the approximation of when is a layered graph with layers and has at most nodes per layer.
VI.
IS A BOUNDED TREEWIDTH GRAPH We now extend the application of the algorithm of the preceding section to a graph that may not be a DAG. Toward that, we use the notion of the treewidth of the graph, which is a measure of how far the graph is from a tree. The following definition of the treewidth of a graph is from [41] and reproduced here for the sake of completeness.
Definition 5: A tree decomposition of a graph is a tree with vertices such that each and satisfies the following properties. 1) .
2) If
and , then for all such that form a connected component.
3) For all
, there exists a subset such that both . The width of a tree decomposition is the size of largest minus one. The treewidth of a graph is the minimum width among all possible tree decomposition of the graph.
In Section V, we presented Algorithm 2 to find the minimum-cost embedding of a layered graph when the edges are possible only between the consecutive layers. It is easy to observe that the treewidth of such a layered graph with maximum width is . The tree decomposition of the layered graph is shown in Fig. 6 . A simple reinterpretation of the process of finding the minimum-cost embedding in Algorithm 2 gives us a procedure to find the minimum-cost embedding of the graphs with bounded (constant in terms of the size of the graph) treewidth.
Let us denote the vertices in the tree decomposition of the layered graph as , where the vertex contains all the vertices from layer and . Observe that in the th run of the loop written in lines 9-11, Algorithm 2 computes the cost of embedding all the edges and nodes present in the vertex of the tree decomposition for all possible mappings of nodes in . In lines 12-13, the algorithm finds the optimal embedding cost of all the nodes and edges until conditioned on the mapping of vertices in . Lines 16-18 compute the cost until the last layer, and then the algorithm traces back from to to get the final optimal cost and the corresponding embedding (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Note that the time required to compute the cost until vertex depends on the size of this vertex (lines 8 and 9 define that value). The total time to complete the process can be written as , where is the size of largest in a tree decomposition.
Therefore, if we can find the tree decomposition of any computation graph of vertices with size of largest vertex to be , then an algorithm similar to Algorithm 2 can be used to compute the minimum-cost embedding in time . An example of a non-DAG graph for the technique discussed above is shown in Fig. 7(a) . It is a computation schema that has a conditional jump, represented by the link between vertices and . This is an example of a series-parallel graph [41] , and such graphs are amenable to a tree decomposition like in Fig. 7(b) . In the preceding, we have shown that the technique used in Algorithm 2 can also be used to find the minimum-cost embedding of a series-parallel computation graph, among others, that can have a bounded tree decomposition.
VII. DISCUSSION

A. Distributed Versions of the Algorithms
Note that Algorithms 1 and 2 are both centralized algorithms. In other words, they both need knowledge of . The algorithms have two stages with the all-pair distance matrix of computed in the first stage and the optimal value of and using computed in the second stage; see lines 6 and 14 of Algorithm 1 and lines 10 and 17 of Algorithm 2. Observe that once is known, the outputs of our algorithms are independent of the vertex of the communication network that runs the algorithm. Hence, all vertices in can run the algorithms to obtain the optimal embedding without interacting with the other vertices in the network. Hence, if one can compute the distance matrix in a distributed way in the network, then the optimal embedding can also be found in a distributed manner. Several distributed algorithms to find are available, e.g., [42] .
B. Delay in the Network With Bounded Capacity
In Section II, we discussed , which finds the minimum-delay embedding of on . The delay calculation in (1) (Section II) assumes that each edge has infinite capacity and can transmit as much data as needed in time , where is the delay of an edge . In general, the edges in the network have finite capacity and can transmit only one type of data in time . Here, we describe the delay in the network in the general setting. Recall that an edge is mapped to a path in in embedding (defined in Definition 1). Delay of a network edge is the time required for data to go from to . We say that an edge has arrived at link when the data corresponding to is ready for transmission on at vertex . Similarly, we say that the edge has departed from link when the data reaches via link . Let there be edges of mapped to an edge under embedding . Let the arrival time of these edges at the link be . We assume that the capacity of each link is such that at a given time only one kind of data can be transmitted over it in the network. Then, the departure time of these edges from the link will be . The departure from the link can be calculated recursively as follows:
. Let an edge be mapped to a path in under embedding such that and . Then, the delay of in the embedding is the sum of the delay incurred at each link , which can be written as (12) Now the delay of a vertex in the embedding can be defined as (1) , where in computed as the above equation. We explain our point by an example.
Example 4: Consider a computation graph and a communication graph shown in Fig. 8 . We consider that there are processing delays and delay associated with each edge of the communication graph is 1. Consider an embedding such that , ,
. Similarly, , , , , , , . It is easy to observe that using the delay model described in the Section II, the delay of the embedding is 5. While in the model described above as the embedding of edges and have a common edge in them, the delay of the embedding increases to 6. As mentioned in Example 4, the actual delay is more than the delay defined by (1) when multiple edges of are mapped to one edge of in an embedding. We study the impact of our assumption via simulations.
We studied the behavior of minimum-delay embedding and find the statistics on maximum number of times an edge of is used in the minimum-delay embedding of a typical . In our study, the computation graph was taken to be a binary tree of vertices, and its minimum-delay embedding on a random graph of vertices was calculated using Algorithm 1. The probability of an edge being present in the random graph ( ) was varied from 0.01 to 0.9. Note that as increases, the number of edges in the network increases. The communication and transmission costs were assumed to be one, and the processing cost was chosen uniformly from integers . For each value of , 32 instances of network were generated, and for each instance Algorithm 1 was run for 10 random initial placements of sources and sink. The mean and the median of the maximum number of times an edge in the network graph is used in the embedding for each is shown in Fig. 9 . Observe that as the number of edges are increased in the network, maximum number of times an edge is used converges to one. Hence, we can say that for the networks with large number of edges compared to that of the computation graph, our assumption of delay calculated by (1) will be same as that of delay computed by (12) .
APPENDIX A HARDNESS PCS-FM
Here, we prove that PCS-FM problem is NP-complete by reducing it to another NP-complete problem, Precedence Constraint Scheduling (PCS) [36] .
PCS problem is defined as follows. Given a set of tasks with a partial order on it each having length and processors, then find a schedule of tasks on processors that meets an overall deadline and obeys the precedence constraints, i.e., if for some , then . First, we define an instance of PCS-FM problem from an instance of PCS problem . We create partial order graph from as shown in Fig. 10 . The graph has two parts: One part is the same as , and the other part has new vertices giving . The vertices are connected to by a directed edge, and is connected to all the vertices of . Note that as all the edges are going away from , the new graph is still a DAG. Let , and . Define and for all . Let us number the processors from 1 to as . Let us define and the deadline for is . To prove our claim, we have to show that there exists a schedule for that meets the deadline if and only if there exists a schedule for that meets the deadline . Now observe that in any schedule for , any task in cannot start unless task is finished, which in turn cannot start unless all the tasks are finished. As it is given that the tasks go to separate processors (due to ), they all can be finished in 1 time-step giving . Similarly, for all . Hence, if there is a schedule for that starts at 0 and finishes before , then a schedule for can be defined as for all , for all and . It is easy to observe that this is a valid possible schedule and finishes before . To complete the proof, we have to prove that if there is no schedule for that finishes before , then there is no schedule for that finishes before . We prove this by contradiction. Let us assume that there is a schedule for that finishes before , but there is no schedule for that finishes before . As noted earlier, in any schedule for , first two time-slots are required to finish tasks , and then only any other task can start. Hence in the schedule, for all . Total time taken to finish the tasks of is . It means that there is a mapping of tasks of on processors such that the total time to finish is less than , which implies that there is a schedule for that finishes before the deadline . This is a contradiction to our assumption. Hence, it is proved that the problem PCS-FM is as hard as PCS.
APPENDIX B UPDATING SOLUTION TO
FOR PERTURBATIONS OF Let us consider a situation where the minimum-cost embedding for a layered graph is given and one needs to find the embedding for a new graph that is generated by adding vertices and/or edges in . We assume that is still a layered graph with layers and maximum width . Assume that we are given a set of tuples where edge is added at layer . Note that edge should have at least one endpoint at the existing vertex in graph . To find the new embedding, we first sort the tuples in such that . Now we start adding the edges layerwise from to . At any layer , the following three types of additions are possible. 1) Addition of a vertex with only one edge. When a vertex, say , is added with an edge to an existing vertex at layer , then can be seen as a sink to an intermediate function value available at . Let us assume that the vertex is mapped to vertex under the original embedding. If the mapping of is predefined (which is generally the case for all the sources and sinks in the network), then we just have to find the minimum-cost path between and and add it to the existing embedding to find the new embedding. If the mapping of is not predefined, then mapping it to will give the minimum-cost embedding. This can be done in time. 2) Addition of an edge between two existing vertices. Let us consider a situation when an edge is added such that is at layer and is at layer with weight . The data structure already available for each layer after running Algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 11 . Recall that is the cost of embedding until layer (including the edges between layer and ) when vertices of layer are at and that of are at . is the optimal cost until layer when vertices at layer are at . If the vertex is placed at and is placed at , then the new cost of embedding is (line number 10 of Algorithm 2). One needs to modify the whole matrix at layer by adding a value, and correspondingly the minimum cost will also change (lines 12 and 13). As the value of changes the pointers to compute , the values for all the subsequent layers will also change. Hence at each layer , we will modify the whole data structure just by adding new values of and subtracting the old values of . Once all the data structures are changed, the algorithm needs to run the same backtracking procedure (lines 19-23) to get the new embedding. Assuming that the modification in the data structure at each layer can be done in time, then the new embedding can be found in time.
3) Addition of a vertex with more than one edge. Let a vertex be added to layer with more than one edges to existing vertices at layer and/or . The width of the layer is still upper-bounded by . By following the same logic presented above, it is easy to observe that now the data structures from layer onward will change, i.e., and will also change. The new embedding can again be found in time. Note that at a layer the data structure changes due to edges added to layers (which takes time) and the edge added at layer (which takes only time as described earlier). Hence the total time to change all the data structures in this process will be just , where is the total number of layers, as opposed to if we add each edge separately.
